Whether it's a mug for their morning coffee, or a set of bowls to celebrate their new home, show your appreciation for your employees and clients with a gift they'll be thrilled to receive. We have options at every price point, tiered pricing available, and a team ready to help you say “thank you”, “job well done” or “we appreciate you” to everyone on your list.
“Emotionalism aside, there are often other reasons a mug becomes favored: a nice grip, a good size, or just regular ol’ aesthetics. But what if there was a platonic ideal of a mug that brought all those things together? The folks at East Fork have, after many, many iterations, perhaps done just that — and legions of happy customers agree.”

The Mug

Size: 3.1” x 4.25”
Holds: 12 oz
Sized for: coffee, tea, cocoa
MSRP: $40

apartment therapy
Run a line of them holding votive candles across your mantle, set the table with personal-sized sauce bowls, keep sea salt close at hand (don’t mess with salt spoons—salt is antiseptic, so pinch away!). Buy a small stack of these little guys and see all the places they will go!

**Set of 4!**

**4 Piece Bitty Bowl Set**

*Size:* 3” x 1.4”
*Holds:* 2 oz
*Sized for:* soy sauce, honey, spent tea bags
*MSRP:* $46
Popcorn Bowl

Size: 9" x 4"
Holds: 8 cups
MSRP: $80
Weeknight Serving Bowl

Size: 10.3" x 2.5"
Holds: 9 cups
MSRP: $150
At East Fork, we’re all about functional pieces that don’t have to hide in a cupboard when they’re not in use. This big, round, flat-bottomed bowl is ideal for mixing breads, muffins, cookie dough, and more—or pile it high with fresh summer fruit and leave it on your table for effortless styling.

Mixing Bowl

**Size:** 11.25” x 4.63”

**Holds:** 16 cups

**MSRP:** $160
Sets!

**Big Potter’s Nesting Set**
MSRP: $316

**7-Piece You’re-All-Set Set**
MSRP: $193

**Potter’s Dinner Set**
MSRP: $144

**Big Potter’s Nesting Set**
MSRP: $316
Odd Woods A mysterious, woody blend of Cypress, Cedar Leaf, Palo Santo, and Tobacco Flower

Tender Earth A wet, fresh, mossy, and luscious blend of Petrichor, Loam, Anemone, Bulbs, Blossoms and Tobacco Flower

Small Candle
Size: 2.25" x 2.7"
MSRP: $28

Large Candle
Size: 3.25" x 4.25"
MSRP: $60
Panna Cotta
A warm, tan-toned off-white

Morel
A warm, round, pale brown

Amaro
A stately, burnt terra cotta

Eggshell
A cool, airy, grayish white

Blue Ridge
A grounded, toned-down navy

Black Mountain
A lustrous, graphite black
Questions about pricing, products, or lead time?
Contact corporategifting@eastfork.com

EAST FORK